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We’ve got a few ideas on school safety and efficiency
that mostly came from those we serve and products
that mostly come from the One we serve!

Great ideas…….
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don’t come from bureaucrats or industrialists. They
come from people just like you. Our job is to convert
those ideas to useful products and technology that
serves a needed purpose, efficiently and affordably.
For your consideration, we have provided information
on some of those ideas and products that can help
make your school safer, more efficient, and more
responsive to the needs of those you serve.
Oxford, Alabama Police Chief Bill Partridge is well
known for his progressive policies on community
safety. Chief Partridge was instrumental in setting up
a system for equipping all DeArmanville School
classrooms with a personal emergency radio calling
system capable of providing direct communications
with school administrators and law enforcement.
Learn more about this system at info4u.us/BillKnows.
Micah Kemp, at Ramsey High School in Birmingham,
was recently asked to find better radios at lower cost
than the ones being used. Not a simple task, but he
gave it to Malloree Johnson at Falcon Wireless, and
you won’t believe what happened! The next thing he
knew, the CEO of Falcon showed up with a box full of
different brand radios, and models. He invited Mr.
Kemp to try them out and pick the one that best
suited his needs. Would you believe the one he
picked was a third the cost of what he had been
using? See info4u.us/MicahKnows for more info.
The idea of “bridging” is the foundation of a new
community safety system known as CareNet. In
essence, the CareNet concept is one of developing a
mutually beneficially relationship between law
enforcement and those in the community that could
benefit by faster response times in times of
emergency. Washington County Alabama Sheriff
Richard Stringer, now has the capability to provide
faster response to participating users at extremely
low cost. See info4u.us/StringerKnows.
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Here are few more accomplishments…….
Albert LeBlanc is not one of your average school principals. When he
sees a problem, he does what is necessary to fix it. Case in point,
traffic management required to connect students to proper
transportation during afternoon going home activities. He told us he
wanted some kind of outside wireless intercom for curbside
communications. Using a variation of available technology, we were
able to deliver on time and under budget with a product now known
as the CurbSider. If you have a similar need, you may want to check
out info4u.us/AlbertKnows.
We have served the bus communications needs for Harold Pearson of
the Cherokee County Alabama Board of Education for nearly two
decades. Harold has been instrumental in the development of several
products, including a new device that can bridge in-school UHF radios
to newer network based school bus radios. More info is available at
info4u.us/HaroldKnows. BTW, if you would like to know more about
a school bus radio system that can pay for itself, take a look at
info4u.us/PoC-Intro.pdf for more information.
Meet Reginald Ware, the Asst. Principal at Central Park Christian
School. He is the one who inspired us to develop a product known as
“The DoorMate” Long story short, Reginald wanted a wireless access
control system that could be controlled by ordinary UHF radios used
in the school. Suffice to say, he got it, on time and under budget.
Want to know more about this extraordinary user designed product?
Visit info4u.us/ReginaldKnows for more information.
A brief word about our products. The ones we build ourselves are
through the efforts of Phil Rich, an Electrical Engineer and
Presbyterian minister. The ones built by our Premier Partners include
BlackBox, Childs Antennas, Hytera, Maxon, RCA, Ritron, N2W, NEXTEL
and a few other products made in America whenever possible. You
can learn more about us at info4u.us/WeAreDifferent.
The information provided in this two page overview represents hundreds of hours of research,
contributions by those with whom we work, engineering and development that would have
costs thousands of dollars if done by consultants. For you, it’s all free! There is a LOT of
information contained in the links provided. This is not for casual reading. It is a complete
guide to assist you in making your school and your transportation services safer and more
efficient for students and staff. We hope you find this information useful and we look forward
to serving you!
Burch H. Falkner, CEO and Candice Staggs, COO working together for over 25 years!

